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Moon

Moon in Capricorn

Yours is the most practical of environments. You can manipulate and every idea 

or situation and put it to good use. Emotions are seldom a priority, and you are 

always very practical and ambitious. Your career is central to everything you do. 

Farsighted and traditional, you enjoy success and the successful. You are, for 

the most part, unmoved by tears and feelings.

Moon in  5th House

You are at your most expressive when urged on by a group or in an environment 

that you feel is supportive. You may enjoy group sports or working with children 

or animals. Creativity and its expression are very important in your life.

Moon Opposition Venus

You have trouble appreciating or feeling comfortable with your emotions, 

especially when with others. Your particular set of values and appreciation may 

provoke confrontations with others. You don't care how they may be feeling, and 

they may not be very supportive of some of your own values. You are not noted 

for your great sense of discrimination when it comes to your surroundings 

including the environment you live in. You don't care much for psychology, 

customs, and traditional values, in general.

Sun

Sun in Cancer

You are a very sensitive person who can depend on feelings and intuition to get 

around in life. Possessing good common sense, you are always very practical 

and down-to-earth -- mothering and protective to all. Security is very important. 

You also love cooking, growing things, and music.

Sun in 11th House

Perfect as a group leader, where your innate idealism and love for humanity can 

blossom. Group or community work -- anything that is altruistic or serves the 

common good -- is where you can be found. You strive to make your dreams 
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and ideals real.

Sun Square Jupiter

You tend to be stubborn and unable to make solid career choices. You get 

carried away and go off in directions contrary to your actual needs. Your 

judgment in vocational matters is often off, sending you on a wild goose chase. 

In addition, there is possible difficulty with authorities and the law and/or 

differences with older people. To use an old adage, you can (at times) be your 

own worst enemy. The advice of a trusted friend regarding career is to be 

recommended.

Sun Trine Uranus

You work well with those in authority who are independent and original. You 

could find yourself engaged in nonconformist causes, always ready to promote 

what is independent and innovative. You like radical approaches, and find 

yourself in support of whatever new-wave product or breakthrough advance is 

next in line. Communication, computers, electronics, and everything new-wave 

excites you and you excel here. You discover new ways of working with 

traditional materials.

Mercury

Mercury in Leo

You are dynamic and always expressive in thought and speech -- dramatic. You 

appreciate your own ideas, and tend to be outgoing in speech and manner. 

Fresh. Warm. You put forth strong views and are hard to influence or change. 

Emotional and a good entertainer, you are louder than average and tend to 

exaggerate. You are a lover. There are always plenty of tears and laughter.

Mercury in 12th House

Your mind is naturally interested in all that is psychological and beneath the 

surface of things. Ideas of self-sacrifice and compassion -- how to serve and 

help others -- are what you tend to think about.

Mercury Sextile Neptune

Great psychological talent. Able to sense and feel in the more abstract mental 

areas and to bring far-out ideas down to earth. Always at the leading edge of 

social understanding. Great sense of compassion and a real understanding of 

others.
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Venus

Venus in Cancer

Homeward bound! With you, the domestic scene is ideal. Marriage, children, 

animals, gardens -- the whole works. You like to feel secure. Sensitive too. You 

are dependent on others and like to be taken care of, even mothered. You love 

music, can be very emotional, and tend to be protective.

Venus in 11th House

You love community projects and group work of any kind. Your sense of values 

finds you on the side of altruism and humanism at every turn. You appreciate 

goals and efforts at the global level.

Mars

Mars in Virgo

You have an innate urge to save, salvage and conserve, and can make a silk 

purse from a sow's ear. You always want to help and to be of service -- be fully 

used. You hate waste and are very thorough and precise. For the most part, you 

are understanding and accepting, but this can turn into criticism and pettiness. 

You are careful and a perfectionist.

Mars in  1st House

You have a strong drive to be seen and known -- to communicate yourself to 

others. Personal appearance (the way you present yourself) is also a motivating 

factor.

Mars Square Saturn

You waste a lot of energy sailing into the wind and clashing against authority or 

reality for no good reason. You resent having to get serious, go to work, and 

take on responsibilities. Your efforts tend to lack the determination and 

organization necessary for real accomplishment. Very little can be accomplished 

without some sort of discipline and training, and you resist these like the devil. 

You avoid work.

Mars Square Neptune

You hate a lack of clarity, especially when it comes to your feelings and 

emotions. This is a less than ideal world as far as you are concerned, and you 

are for making the best of it. Whatever dreams and ideals you may have had are 

somehow shut off from the day-to-day realities you face. You would rather ignore 

your dreams than be tortured by their remoteness. You are suspicious of pie-in-
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the-sky and have an abnormal fear of being deceived, in particular in matters of 

love and feelings. A sign of emotional tension.

Mars Square Pluto

There could be a lot of emotional tension with this combination. You tend to set 

yourself against whatever forces of change manage to rear their heads around 

you. This is never more true than where your feelings are concerned. Your 

attempt to remain untouched and impersonal seems doomed to failure. 

Everything intrudes, gets too personal, and threatens to hurt your feelings. Your 

insistence on being an emotional island is probably interspersed with bursts of 

anger, even fits of rage.

Jupiter

Jupiter in Scorpio

An in-fighter, with animal-like instincts when it comes to big business, you are 

always where the action is most intense. Your penetrating mind gets through the 

B.S. and straight to the bottom line every time. Exciting to be near, you are an 

entrepreneur, the big wheel. Sometimes restless, driven.

Jupiter in  3rd House

A born investigator and researcher, always inquiring, searching, following things 

to their logical conclusion. Your career will probably be built around these 

qualities of yours -- communication, making connections, thoughts and ideas, 

and so on.

Jupiter Semi-Square Saturn

You tend to pursue options and go off in directions without adequate 

organization and planning. You need discipline but have trouble submitting to 

learn it, preferring instead to take what appears to be an easier path, ending up 

short of your goals.

Jupiter Trine Neptune

You would do well in a career in music, poetry, psychology, philosophy -- the 

realms of the imagination. You work well in these areas and can help or teach 

others by sharing your understanding. You can serve as a guide to the nether 

worlds  of the mind and psyche -- religions, mysticism, and so on. Spiritual 

problems and questions are easy, for you always grasp the unity behind what 

appears separate.

Jupiter Conjunction Ceres
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Generosity when you're picking up the emotional tab is often your hallmark, and 

you're likely to find that folks always come back for more of what you've got to 

offer as a result. But that's what taking care of people is all about, at least in your 

experience. If you're not going to go all the way, what's the point?

Saturn

Saturn in Sagittarius

There could be difficulty with long-term goals and philosophies. You don't trust 

them. Nearsighted, with your nose to the grindstone, you need to travel and 

explore the length and breadth of the mind and world. Open up. Learn to value 

freedom, frankness, independence. Look up!

Saturn in  4th House

You have very simple needs regarding home and surroundings. Some might find 

you frugal. It may be difficult for you to send down roots, build a home-base, and 

feel secure. Feelings and emotions may be on the sparse side.

Saturn Opposition Pluto

You are very touchy and tend to keep your vulnerability hidden from others. You 

work hard at avoiding personal confrontation and sensitive issues. In fact, you 

are very determined about this. Areas where you are insecure seldom have any 

opportunity to get aired out and toughen up. Your serious exterior covers over 

tender feelings. Duties and responsibilities could keep you from opportunities for 

change and inner growth.

Saturn Conjunction Juno

You may have rather understated expectations of marriage and the situation that 

surrounds it, possibly because of previous unfavorable life input, possibly 

because it simply doesn't seem to offer you the opportunities you are looking for. 

In any case, your inclinations will likely be to restrict and minimize the 

possibilities.

Uranus

Uranus in Sagittarius

You have new philosophies ideas for the future and new approaches to travel 

and exploration (of all kinds). Long journeys interest you. You may startle others 

with your direct conversations, always getting right to the nitty-gritty. You enjoy 

being alone, free, and on the move. The original optimist.
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Uranus in  4th House

You are very independent when it comes to your own security and family. This 

could mean an unconventional-style home or furnishings, or a different approach 

to sentiment, nostalgia, and history.

Uranus Conjunction Chiron

Building a new world order is part of your heritage, but it can also be part of your 

undoing to the extent that you don't have direct control over it and are overtaken 

by the flood of destiny. What you learn from this in your youth will be a textbook 

of guidance and warning for future generations.

Neptune

Neptune in Gemini

The dream of worldwide communication (networking) where research and 

science are the key. Fantasy and science-fiction flourish too. You are a great 

love of inspired conversation and enhanced communication -- all kinds of 

connections. Great ideas, flights of fancy. Sharing thoughts.

Neptune in 10th House

Your practical skills are linked to your almost mystical inner vision. You manifest 

your ideals and dreams in an organized and clear-headed manner. You would 

be great at giving the public a sense of the ideal via films, advertising, spiritual 

work.

Pluto

Pluto in Gemini

A good detective or research person. You can't help but get past all that is 

superficial. A passion for inquiry, questioning, and searching finds you always in 

pursuit of some piece of information... communicating, writing, speaking.

Pluto in 10th House

A tremendous practical sense and drive cuts through all the red tape and 

exposes the right decisions every time. You may have an ability to organize and 

manage all that is vulnerable and sensitive in the human psyche... the public 

mind.

Node

Node in Sagittarius
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Before you take on the truth, be sure you can handle it. Knowing you are right 

and going ahead are two different matters, and the latter can require the rest of 

your life. The reward, however, is to learn how things really are put together and 

what that truth is and the trails it takes, in glorious detail.

Node in  4th House

You don't have to go far from home to do what you have to do. If anything, you 

should be careful not to cloister yourself too much in the name of duty, lest 

fundamental joys become a burden. However, fame comes when you least 

expect it, when your attention is sincerely elsewhere and your ship suddenly 

comes in.

Midheaven

Midheaven in Gemini

Some may say you are all things to all people, and that may not be fair. But don’t 

lose opportunities where being thought of as flexible and adaptable are what 

some see in you. When in doubt, take the credit.

Ascendant

Ascendant in Virgo

You are careful and precise and come across as a caring and responsible 

person. Your attention to detail and analytical  skills (and probably mental, 

verbal) is obvious to all meeting you. Your appearance is always refined and 

neat.

Chiron

Chiron in Sagittarius

If anyone is inclined to answer to a higher authority, it's you -- however, your 

reply is more likely to come in deeds than words, if you really get it right. It's one 

thing to talk the talk, quite another to walk the walk and take the inner and outer 

risks that come with it. But, no pain, no gain.

Chiron in  4th House

Home is where the heart is, and often worth breaking your heart over in the 

process. You'll spend time searching for your roots, and you may have to lose 

them (or be willing to give them up) in order to find them. The most important 

things in life are often in plain sight, once you finally notice.
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Ceres

Ceres in Scorpio

The most natural way for you to take care of someone is to become passionately 

involved, showing you care with every fiber of your being. The temptation to be 

overly possessive in the process can run very high, with jealousy or suspicion 

lurking on the fringes, so avoid confusing love with ownership.

Ceres in  3rd House

A good word or two from you does wonders to comfort and reassure, and you're 

likely to be ready to give whether asked or not. Talk is not cheap when it's 

coming from you, but rather a welcome and precious commodity for those who 

need to better understand their situation. You could have been a shrink, or 

maybe you are...

Pallas

Pallas in Libra

Sorting out relationships comes naturally, sometimes too much so as you can be 

pulled into brokering or refereeing situations that might simply take up extra time 

that's not really extra. In your personal case, the challenge is to direct the 

building of your own situation and live in it at the same time.

Pallas in  2nd House

There is a clear economic strategy, or ought to be, and you're likely the one to 

spot it. It's based not on profits alone but on long-term value, and that doesn't 

just mean future price. Value is something you want, and want to keep, and 

when you understand what comprises that, the rest just follows along.

Juno

Juno in Sagittarius

For you, marriage and partnership should ideally be a free and open affair, but in 

that very ideal lie the seeds of abandonment. How do you keep something rare 

and important uncaged, without boundaries, without control? There's a middle 

ground that satisfies, but on either side lies potential destruction.

Juno in  4th House

Marriage and home are one and the same to you, although that does not 

necessarily mean a stay-at-home marriage. It's about your partner serving as a 

home to you, and vice versa, a situation that is about rooting each other to the 
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ground, grounding each other to your roots. Very classical expectations of 

seeking/finding your parents in your partner.

Vesta

Vesta in Aries

Quick focus means narrowing in swiftly on your subject, throwing the very center 

of yourself at the challenge at hand without a second thought. Going in without a 

second opinion, however, can get you in trouble or cut you out of the general 

loop, so at least seem to include those around you before you go for the bullseye.

Vesta in  8th House

Everything old is new again, or can be once you set your sight on it, because 

you value neglected resources and are ready to tap into what others have to 

offer, often more than they know it. In the process of looking at outer possibilities,

what has been there in your pocket all along may get overlooked.


